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Abstract

Thawing of mountain permafrost in response to rising temperatures degrades the stability of rock walls and thereby affects

infrastructure integrity in Alpine terrain. In this study, we use 15 years of passive seismic data from a single station deployed near

a known permafrost body on Mt. Zugspitze (Germany), to monitor freeze-thaw processes. The recordings reveal a persistent

cultural seismic noise source, which we utilize to compute single-station cross-correlations and extract relative seismic velocity

changes. We find that parts of the cross-correlations show seasonal velocity variations ( 3% peak-to-peak amplitude) and a long-

term velocity decrease ( 0.1%/yr). Comparison with meteorological data and a previous electrical resistivity tomography study

suggests that these velocity changes are caused by active-layer freeze-thaw cycles and by permafrost degradation, respectively.

The results demonstrate the potential of passive seismology for permafrost monitoring and suggest that denser instrumentation

will provide detailed spatio-temporal insights on permafrost dynamics in future studies.
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Key Points:7

• We use a single seismic station deployed near a permafrost body on Mt. Zugspitze8

(Germany) to monitor freeze-thaw processes over 15 years9

• Cross-correlations between the sensor components reveal seasonal velocity change10

cycles and a long-term velocity decrease11

• The changes are due to seasonal freeze-thaw cycles and permafrost degradation,12

suggesting seismology as effective permafrost monitoring tool13
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Abstract14

Thawing of mountain permafrost in response to rising temperatures degrades the sta-15

bility of rock walls and thereby affects infrastructure integrity in Alpine terrain. In this16

study, we use 15 years of passive seismic data from a single station deployed near a known17

permafrost body on Mt. Zugspitze (Germany), to monitor freeze-thaw processes. The18

recordings reveal a persistent cultural seismic noise source, which we utilize to compute19

single-station cross-correlations and extract relative seismic velocity changes. We find20

that parts of the cross-correlations show seasonal velocity variations (≈3% peak-to-peak21

amplitude) and a long-term velocity decrease (≈0.1%/yr). Comparison with meteoro-22

logical data and a previous electrical resistivity tomography study suggests that these23

velocity changes are caused by active-layer freeze-thaw cycles and by permafrost degra-24

dation, respectively. The results demonstrate the potential of passive seismology for per-25

mafrost monitoring and suggest that denser instrumentation will provide detailed spatio-26

temporal insights on permafrost dynamics in future studies.27

Plain Language Summary28

Climate change causes permafrost (year-round frozen rock) warming and thawing,29

which destabilizes rock slopes and thus constitutes a hazard potential. However, unlike30

glacier retreat, permafrost thawing cannot be directly observed from the surface and re-31

quires special imaging techniques for monitoring. Here, we use seismic waves generated32

by cable cars and other man-made infrastructure to probe permafrost on Mt. Zugspitze33

(Germany) and track temporal changes over the past 15 years. Results from a single seis-34

mic station show that the seismic wave propagation velocity in the rock is subject to sea-35

sonal variations (difference between late winter and late summer of up to 3%) and a long-36

term decrease of roughly 0.1% per year. As the seismic velocity is generally higher in frozen37

rock compared to unfrozen rock, the seasonal changes can be well explained by seasonal38

thaw and refreeze, and the long-term changes by ongoing permafrost thawing. Because39

passive seismology is labour and cost effective compared to common techniques requir-40

ing active signal excitation, seismology constitutes a promising new approach for con-41

tinuous long-term permafrost monitoring.42

1 Introduction43

Permafrost refers to the perennially frozen ground and underlies more than 20%44

of the Northern Hemisphere land area (Zhang et al., 2008) including high-elevation ar-45

eas in the European Alps. With rising atmospheric temperatures, permafrost warming46

and thawing are observed (Beniston et al., 2018; Biskaborn et al., 2019; Mollaret et al.,47

2019), which affects the rock mechanical properties and degrades the stability of slopes48

(Davies et al., 2001; Mellor, 1973; Haeberli et al., 2010; Krautblatter et al., 2013). As49

a consequence, climate change is expected to result in an increase in rock detachments50

in permafrost areas (Gruber & Haeberli, 2007), already observable by a correlation be-51

tween rockfall activity and temperatures (Ravanel et al., 2017; Huggel et al., 2012; Gru-52

ber et al., 2004a). In addition, individual larger, partly catastrophic rock detachments53

from permafrost affected mountains have been documented in recent years (Walter et54

al., 2020; Phillips et al., 2017; Pirulli, 2009). This highlights the hazard potential of per-55

mafrost degradation for infrastructure and settlements, and thus the importance to un-56

derstand and monitor the spatio-temporal evolution of mountain permafrost.57

The occurrence of permafrost can be delineated to areas with long-term mean an-58

nual air temperatures below the freezing point, with colder temperatures favoring larger59

volumes of permafrost (Haeberli et al., 2010). Yet, the site specific permafrost conditions60

are affected by topography (Noetzli & Gruber, 2009), the local solar radiation conditions61

(Hoelzle et al., 2001), and the exposure to the atmosphere. Steep rock walls are usually62

free of debris, which promotes a rapid response to changes in the thermal forcing (Gruber63
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et al., 2004b), whereas debris and snow cover have an insulating effect. In addition to64

the thermal forcing through heat conduction, advective heat transfer through (melt)water65

percolation can rapidly develop deep thaw corridors in fractured rocks (Kane et al., 2001).66

The complex interplay between numerous processes results in a heterogeneous three-dimensional67

distribution of mountain permafrost in lenses rather than layers (Krautblatter & Hauck,68

2007).69

Permafrost bodies can be monitored directly through temperature logging in bore-70

holes (Haeberli et al., 1998; Beniston et al., 2018) or through surface-based geophysical71

imaging techniques including electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and active seismics72

(Kneisel et al., 2008; Hauck, 2013). These methods can be used to differentiate between73

frozen and unfrozen ground (Hauck, 2002; Timur, 1968; King, 1977; Harris & Cook, 1986;74

Kneisel et al., 2008), or to even infer the temperature distribution in the case of ERT75

(Krautblatter et al., 2010; Scandroglio, Draebing, et al., 2021). While boreholes allow76

continuous permafrost monitoring, their wider applicability is limited by the logistics and77

costs involved. In contrast, active geophysical imaging techniques offer more flexibility78

but must be applied repeatedly to obtain temporal resolution. This remains challeng-79

ing, as automatic acquisition in harsh Alpine terrain is difficult and manual acquisition80

e.g. on a monthly basis (Mollaret et al., 2019) is laborious.81

To circumvent these limitations, passive seismic methods have been recently ex-82

plored for permafrost monitoring. Applying ambient-noise based seismic interferometry,83

i.e. extracting repeatedly the seismic impulse response between pairs of seismic stations,84

James et al. (2019) find seasonal velocity changes of a few percent over the course of two85

years at a permafrost site in Alaska, which they attribute to active-layer freeze-thaw cy-86

cles. Using an array of continuously recording sensors, James et al. (2019) gain both spa-87

tial insights on the thaw depth and high temporal resolution such that they can track88

permafrost thawing caused by water infiltration from snow melt and rainfall events. Sim-89

ilar results are reported by Guillemot et al. (2020), who find seasonal changes in seis-90

mic velocities related to permafrost dynamics in the upper 10 m of a rock glacier. In this91

study, we investigate the potential of single-station passive seismology for continuous long-92

term permafrost monitoring. For this purpose, we apply seismic interferometry to a sta-93

tion deployed on the ridge of Mt. Zugspitze (Germany) close to a known permafrost lens.94

Data are available for the past 15 years and we extract seismic velocity change time se-95

ries, which we compare to meteorological records and a previous ERT study.96

2 Study site and seismic data97

2.1 Mt. Zugspitze98

Located at the German-Austrian border, Mt. Zugspitze (2962 m asl, WGS84 co-99

ordinates of the summit: 47.42119, 10.98634) is the highest peak in Germany. The sum-100

mit area hosts three cable car stations and various other infrastructure including restau-101

rants and broadcasting facilities (Fig. 1). Mt. Zugspitze is composed of triassic limestone102

(Wettersteinkalk) being weathered and fractured in the summit area and characterized103

by a subsurface cave drainage system established by Karst dissolution (Gude & Barsch,104

2005; Krautblatter et al., 2010). Excavations for cable cars and other constructions re-105

vealed that the fractures are filled with up to decameter thick ice lenses and frozen loam106

(Körner & Ulrich, 1965; Ulrich & King, 1993). In prehistoric times, around 3700 years107

before present, a giant 0.3–0.4 km3 rock slide occurred from the summit region, which108

is considered to have been triggered by permafrost degradation at the end of the Holocene109

climatic optimum (Jerz & von Poschinger, 1995).110

In present times, permafrost is found in the north-facing rock, whereas the south-111

facing slopes are almost free of permafrost (Gude & Barsch, 2005; Nötzli et al., 2010).112

In 2007, a borehole was drilled beneath the summit, intersecting the crest entirely from113
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Figure 1. (a) Topographic map of the Zugspitze with the location of the the seismic station

BW.ZUGS (red triangle) and two known permafrost areas. Black dotted lines are cable cars,

black-white dashed lines are railway tunnels (map: OpenTopoMap). (b) Western part of the

Wetterstein mountain range, the red rectangle shows the map extent from (a) (picture: Sentinel,

2017-06-26). (c) Photo of the permafrost affected ridge with the Schneefernerhaus (left) and the

Zugspitze summit (right). View perspective is indicated by the red arrow in (a). (d) Vertical

component spectrograms of station BW.ZUGS for two weeks in September 2016, April to May

2018, and January 2020 showing a persistent noise source during daytimes.
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south to north on a length of 44 m. Temperature logging inside the borehole reveals per-114

mafrost temperatures down to about -4◦C and seasonal thaw depths of 4.5 m and 1.5 m115

from the southern and northern side, respectively (Nötzli et al., 2010; Gallemann et al.,116

2017). Another permafrost body extends several tens of meters along the ridge north of117

the Schneefernerhaus research station (Fig. 1b) (Krautblatter et al., 2010), which is ev-118

ident by perennial ice in a gallery intersecting the ridge. While the mean annual air tem-119

perature measured at the summit between 1901 and 2000 was -4.8◦C, it was -3.7◦C be-120

tween 2001 and 2020, hence more than 1◦C higher compared to the twentieth century.121

The increasing temperatures are reflected by permafrost warming and degradation vis-122

ible in the borehole temperature logs beneath the summit (Gallemann et al., 2017).123

2.2 Instrumentation124

The Schneefernerhaus accommodates the permanent seismic station BW.ZUGS (Department125

of Earth and Environmental Sciences, Geophysical Observatory, LMU Munich, 2001) in126

a vault next to the rock face, which is operational since 2006 (Fig. 1). Initially, the sta-127

tion was equipped with a Mark L4-3D short-period seismometer (natural frequency of128

1 Hz) and a Lennartz M24 digitizer. In August 2017, this setup was replaced by a Gu-129

ralp CMG-3T broadband sensor and a Reftek RT130 digitizer. After a larger data gap130

starting in May 2018, the Guralp sensor was replaced by a Trillium Compact 120 s seis-131

mometer, which is operational since July 2019. The ground velocity output of all three132

sensors is sampled at 200 Hz. Spectrograms for the three different sensors at different133

times of the year (Fig. 1d) reveal a noise source being persistent over years with strong134

ground vibrations during the day, bound by the operation hours of the cable cars. De-135

spite lower amplitudes at lower frequencies, the noise source is visible down to 2 Hz, where136

amplitudes are close to the self-noise level of the Mark L4-3D seismometer. Temporary137

deployments of two additional stations in February 2019 show that the noise amplitudes138

are stronger for installations closer to the summit area (not shown), suggesting the lat-139

ter as excitation area.140

3 Single-station monitoring and data processing141

We utilize the single station to compute cross-correlations between the different sen-142

sor components (E, N, Z resulting in EN, EZ, NZ cross-correlations), which can be con-143

sidered as impulse response retrieval for a source and a receiver being colocated (Hobiger144

et al., 2014; De Plaen et al., 2016; Yates et al., 2019). The single-station cross-correlations145

contain scattered and reflected waves with the EN component being sensitive to Rayleigh146

and Love waves, whereas the EZ and NZ components relying on vertical ground motions147

are not sensitive to Love waves. In addition to surface waves, the cross-correlations may148

also contain body waves reflected at depth including P-to S- and S-to P-converted phases149

(Hobiger et al., 2014; Becker & Knapmeyer-Endrun, 2019). We use the MSNoise pack-150

age (Lecocq et al., 2014) to compute daily cross-correlations, which we form by stack-151

ing individual cross-correlations calculated from non-overlapping 30-minute windows and152

the frequency range of 0.1 to 25 Hz. The preprocessing includes the removal of the in-153

strument response from the raw data, clipping of the seismograms at three times the root154

mean square amplitude, and spectral whitening to equalize the amplitude of all frequen-155

cies (Bensen et al., 2007) (all MSNoise processing parameters are provided in Table S1).156

Spectral whitening increases the robustness of the cross-correlations against noise source157

variability but cannot be applied for auto-correlations of individual channels as this re-158

sults in a perfect delta pulse not carrying any information on the medium. The inhib-159

ited applicability of spectral whitening is the main disadvantage of auto-correlations (Hobiger160

et al., 2014). This is confirmed by this study, where the auto-correlation results appear161

to be similar to the single-station cross-correlations results, but noisier. We therefore fo-162

cus on the single-station cross-correlations in this work.163
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To extract seismic velocity changes expressed as travel time changes, we compare164

the time-lapse cross-correlations against a reference cross-correlation. One common ap-165

proach for this purpose is the moving-window cross-spectral (MWCS) technique (Clarke166

et al., 2011), where one employs a sliding window along the coda of bandpass filtered cross-167

correlations. The sliding window is used to determine the travel time shift δt as a func-168

tion of the lag time t, averaged over the width of the sliding window and the frequency169

range of consideration. In a second step, one determines the slope −δt/t through a lin-170

ear regression, which is equal to the velocity change dv/v relative to the reference, if the171

latter affects the subsurface uniformly. Being related to the MWCS technique, we here172

explore the recently introduced wavelet cross-spectrum method (Mao et al., 2020), which173

also yields travel time shifts relative to the reference cross-correlation, but as a function174

of lag time and frequency f , i.e. δt(t, f), hence with increased joint time-frequency res-175

olution. This enables us to investigate specific parts of the cross-correlation. Here, we176

use the wavelet cross-spectrum implementation of the NoisePy package (Jiang & Denolle,177

2020), employing a Morlet wavelet to compare 15 d cross-correlation stacks (calculated178

in a moving window with a step size of one day) against the reference. Regarding the179

reference, we consider two approaches. (1) We calculate the linear reference stack for the180

fixed reference period of 2017-09-01 to 2018-05-01 using all available daily cross-correlations.181

(2) As the seasonal freeze-thaw cycle associated with permafrost can cause such strong182

velocity changes relative to a fixed reference that the measurement of travel time shifts183

is affected by cycle skipping (James et al., 2017, 2019), we also consider a moving-reference184

type approach to mitigate this problem. To this end, we use 2016 as reference year, where185

we determine the seasonal travel time variations from adjacent 15 d stacks. Subsequently,186

for all other times, we determine the travel time variations as those of 2016 plus devi-187

ations to 2016 (e.g. δt2017·03·17 = δt2016·03·17 + δt2017·03·17vs2016·03·17, see Text S1 for188

details).189

4 Results190

Active layer thaw and refreeze are governed by the temperature signal propagat-191

ing into the rock with a period of one year. If cross-correlation coda waves sample freeze-192

thaw areas, we expect a periodic velocity change signal with the same period. We thus193

calculate the amplitude of the 365.25 d periodicity, ALS(365.25 d), of all δt time series194

obtained from the wavelet cross-spectrum method relative to the fixed reference in the195

lag time of -5 s to 5 s and frequency range of 1 Hz to 20 Hz. Because Fourier analysis196

is hindered by data gaps in the δt time series, we employ the Lomb-Scargle periodogram197

(Lomb, 1976; Scargle, 1982), which enables us to compute power spectra at specific fre-198

quencies independent of the sample spacing. Fig. 2a-c shows ALS(365.25 d) as a func-199

tion of lag time and frequency, revealing that parts of the cross-correlations exhibit sea-200

sonal changes with a period of one year. This is further emphasized by the three δt time201

series (converted to −δt/t) representing specific lag-frequency combinations showing clear202

seasonal variations (Fig. 2d). Complementary to the individual −δt/t curves, Fig. 2d also203

depicts the lag and frequency dependent −δt/t measurements limits (horizontal dashed204

lines), beyond which cycle skipping occurs. While the two lower considered frequencies205

stay within these limits, the higher frequency −δt/t curve (EZ, 9.92 Hz) is affected by206

cycle skipping as the variations are larger than the measurement limits.207

To systematically investigate temporal changes, we consider the frequency depen-208

dence of −δt/t. Because we expect localized changes rather than uniform changes, we209

refrain from determining −δt/t via linear regression, and instead determine the median210

from individual −δt/t curves for each frequency bin. We restrict our analysis to the lag211

range bound by one and 15 times the respective period on the positive and negative branch212

of the cross-correlations (white dashed lines in Fig. 2a-c), hence using the same number213

of cycles independent of frequency. In addition, we only consider individual −δt/t time214

series associated with a normalized Lomb-Scargle amplitude of at least 0.15, i.e. ALS(365.25 d) ≥215
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Figure 2. (a)-(c) EN, EZ, and NZ component cross-correlation reference stacks (seismo-

grams, bandpass filtered 2-8 Hz) and 365.25 d periodicity of travel time shifts relative to the

fixed reference (color maps). Red spots indicate combinations of lag time and frequency in the

cross-correlations (joint time-frequency resolution achieved through wavelet-based cross-spectra)

with a significant one-year period signal. White dashed lines indicate the frequency dependent

lag times of one and 15 periods. (d) Travel time shifts (converted to −δt/t), for a lag-frequency

combination of each component with high 365.25 d periodicity (white crosses in (a)-(c)). The

horizontal dashed lines indicate the maximum −δt/t measurement ranges for the three curves,

outside of which cycle skipping occurs.
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Figure 3. (a)-(c) Median travel time change −δt/t for each frequency bin, computed from all

individual time series associated with high 365.25 d periodicity (ALS ≥ 0.15) in the lag range

bound by one and 15 periods. Results for all three components are relative to the fixed reference.

(d) Average −δt/t over the frequency range 2-8 Hz (dotted lines) with one standard deviation

(shaded areas). (e)-(h) Same as (a)-(d) for the moving reference approach.

0.15 (Fig. 2a-c), to focus on coda waves that are subject to seasonal variations. Fig. 3a-216

c shows that the seasonal pattern is most consistent for the lower frequencies, whereas217

above about 8 Hz, especially component EZ shows a different behaviour. Taking the av-218

erage over the frequency range of 2-8 Hz (Fig. 3d) reveals a similar pattern for all three219

components with high velocities (high values in −δt/t) in the winter months and low ve-220

locities in the summer months. In addition, the time series exhibit a long-term veloc-221

ity decrease.222

To investigate potential artifacts due to cycle skipping when using the fixed ref-223

erence, Fig. 3e-h shows the results for the moving reference approach (same processing224

otherwise). In this case, the seasonal pattern emerges more consistently over a broader225

frequency range, extending beyond 10 Hz. However, the 2-8 Hz averaged −δt/t curves226

are similar as those for the fixed reference. While in the latter case, component EN is227

associated with an increased standard deviation (purple shading in Fig. 3d), using the228

moving reference results in increased uncertainty in component EZ. Regardless of the229

reference choice, the curves show the same characteristics, i.e. high (low) velocities in230

winter (summer) months and a long-term velocity decrease. However, careful inspection231

of Fig. 3e-g also reveals some high-velocity notches in summer, best visible on compo-232

nent EZ in 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2015 above 10 Hz. These features are also visible in233

Fig. 2d, where component EZ shows summer drops in −δt/t that overshoot the lower234

cycle skipping limit and subsequently enter the plot again as steep lines from the upper235

cycle skipping limit. As using the moving reference (in 2016) does not eliminate this type236

of cycle skipping suggests that some years exhibit changes relative to 2016 that exceed237

the cycle skipping limit.238
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5 Discussion239

5.1 Velocity changes240

In most seismic monitoring applications, −δt/t is obtained from linear regression241

assuming a bulk velocity change. Here, we find that only parts of the coda waves at dif-242

ferent lag times show clear seasonal changes (Fig. 2a-c), which suggests localized changes243

and we consequently consider −δt/t as a proxy for dv/v. To attach numbers to the sea-244

sonal and long-term changes, we fit a velocity change model consisting of the superpo-245

sition of a sinusoid with a period of 365.25 d and a linear trend to the −δt/t time series246

(eq (1), supporting information). Using the 2-8 Hz curves and averaging over the three247

components yields seasonal peak-to-peak velocity changes of 3.3% for the fixed reference248

and 2.9% for the moving reference and long-term velocity decreases of -0.14%/yr and -249

0.11%/yr, respectively. In addition to different reference approaches, we further exam-250

ine different strategies in determining −δt/t for component NZ (most consistent com-251

ponent), including linear regression analysis and the classical MWCS technique (see Text S2252

for details). In all cases, we find seasonal velocity changes with high (low) values in late253

winter (summer) and a velocity decrease over the past 15 years. Yet, the amplitudes of254

both characteristics are smaller when using the whole coda wave window independent255

of the 365.25 d periodicity, which further supports that the velocity changes are local-256

ized. The observed 2-8 Hz velocity change characteristics appear to be present also at257

higher frequencies (Fig. 3), however, we refrain from analyzing a frequency dependence,258

as we are facing a complex setting with steep terrain and heterogeneously distributed259

medium changes, which is far off from a layered half space typically assumed e.g. in sur-260

face wave analysis (James et al., 2019). In addition, we encounter cycle skipping at higher261

frequencies, which partly remains even when using a moving reference. This suggests that262

large velocity changes (several percent) between the years are present, which is hardly263

explainable and may therefore also be an artefact of the year-by-year comparison of your264

moving reference approach.265

The location of the velocity changes can be examined with travel time sensitivity266

kernels for a colocated source and receiver. In this case, the sensitivity kernels for both267

of the two end-member scenarios of single scattering (Pacheco & Snieder, 2006) and mul-268

tiple scattering (Pacheco & Snieder, 2005) peak at the station location and decrease rapidly269

with distance from the station (Bennington et al., 2021; Sens-Schönfelder & Wegler, 2006).270

This implies that the velocity changes relate to the direct surroundings of the station271

(Hobiger et al., 2014) and we hypothesize that they are caused by thaw and refreeze as-272

sociated with the permafrost lens documented in Krautblatter et al. (2010). The per-273

mafrost lens is separated by about 200 m from the station, which is only a fraction of274

one wavelength at the lowest frequencies considered. However, we also note that the sin-275

gle station sensitivity kernels may not comprehensively describe the encountered situ-276

ation with a stationary noise source at the Zugspitze summit in some distance to the sta-277

tion. This situation also admits phases resulting from the cross-correlation of direct waves278

emitted from the noise source and their singly scattered (laterally or at depth) products,279

hence source and receiver being not colocated. This is expected to add travel time sen-280

sitivity also to the noise source region and the direct path between source and receiver281

(both of which are also affected by permafrost), similar as for two-station cross-correlation282

sensitivity kernels (Obermann et al., 2019). To further pinpoint the velocity changes, we283

note however, that denser instrumentation would be necessary.284

5.2 Permafrost dynamics285

We evaluate our hypothesis of freeze-thaw induced velocity changes by consider-286

ing the recordings from a weather station at the Zugspitze summit run by the Deutscher287

Wetterdienst (DWD, German weather service). Fig. 4 shows the 2-8 Hz velocity changes288

(fixed reference, same as Fig. 3d), as well as the air temperature, snow height and fluid289
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Figure 4. (a) 2-8 Hz velocity change (dotted lines, same as in Fig. 3d) and linear trend

(dashed lines). Vertical solid and dashed lines indicate April 15 and September 15 of each year.

(b) Daily mean air temperature (solid line) with linear trend (dashed line). (c) Snow height

(greenish areas) and fluid precipitation (blueish bars). Time series in (b) and (c) are measured at

the Zugspitze summit.

precipitation measured by the weather station. This reveals that the annual velocity drops290

starting in April (vertical gray solid lines) occur concurrently with air temperatures ris-291

ing above the freezing point. This especially holds when adding an offset of around 1 ◦C292

to the temperature curve to account for the elevation difference between the summit and293

the ridge (assuming a atmospheric lapse rate of around -0.6 ◦C/100 m). Minimum an-294

nual velocities are reached in July and August, followed by a velocity increase starting295

in September, coincidentally with temperatures dropping below the freezing point (ver-296

tical gray dashed lines). With temperatures above the freezing point, the period between297

April and September, where the velocity decreases is furthermore characterized by snow298

melt and rain-dominated precipitation (Fig. 4c). Considering the long-term trend, the299

velocity drops on the order of 0.1 %/yr, while the temperature rises on average by 0.07 ◦C/yr300

in the time period between 2006-01-01 and 2021-01-01. The determined linear trends (us-301

ing eq. (1), supporting information) are depicted by the colored dashed lines in Fig. 4a-302

b.303

The permafrost lens in the ridge to the north of the seismic station (Fig. 1) is mon-304

itored by time-lapse temperature-calibrated ERT images (Scandroglio, Rehm, et al., 2021;305

Schroeder & Krautblatter, 2021), of which results are documented for 2007 (Krautblatter306

et al., 2010). (Krautblatter et al., 2010) observe pronounced melt from May to August307

with rock temperature changes being too fast to be solely explained by heat conduction.308

Coincidentally, they observe water seepage into the gallery and rapid melting along frac-309

ture zones suggesting warming and melting through water percolation. With temper-310

atures dropping below the freezing point in September, the ERT results of Krautblatter311

et al. (2010) show refreezing from the rock face. Similar to the electrical resistivity, seis-312

mic velocities are different for frozen and unfrozen material and sharply increase at the313

freezing point (King et al., 1988; Leclaire et al., 1994; Kneisel et al., 2008). Laboratory314

experiments including samples from Mt. Zugspitze show that this also holds for low-porosity315
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Wetterstein limestones representative for the study site (Draebing & Krautblatter, 2012).316

The seasonal velocity changes can thus be explained by the annual heat wave causing317

progressive thawing to depth starting in spring from the rock face, which will decrease318

seismic velocities. The observed rapid decline of velocities is presumably enhanced by319

water percolation from melt and precipitation. Once temperatures drop again below the320

freezing point in fall, progressive refreezing from the rock face to depth will again increase321

the velocities. The immediate response of the velocity to the temperature dropping be-322

low and rising above the freezing point (fall and spring, respectively) appear plausible323

in the light that centimeter-scale ground freezing is sufficient to result in significant sur-324

face waves velocity changes (Steinmann et al., 2021). Finally, following the argumenta-325

tion line from above, the long-term decrease in seismic velocities can be well explained326

by permafrost degradation, i.e. the shrinkage of the perennially frozen rock volume due327

to rising temperatures. This is also evident from borehole temperature logging beneath328

the summit (Gallemann et al., 2017).329

6 Conclusions330

Using passive seismic data from Mt. Zugspitze, we find seasonal seismic velocity331

changes as well as a velocity decrease over the observation period of 15 years. Compar-332

ison of our results with meteorological data and a previous ERT study suggest that these333

velocity changes are caused by seasonal freeze-thaw cycles and permafrost degradation,334

respectively. Although originally deployed for earthquake monitoring, we were able to335

exploit the seismic station for long-term permafrost monitoring yielding velocity change336

values on more than 80% of all days in the 15-year observation period. This highlights337

the cost and labour efficient potential of seismology for continuous permafrost monitor-338

ing, compared to other methods where long-term monitoring is challenged by manual339

data acquisition requiring regular field trips. Yet, the single station approach of this study340

is limited in the spatial resolution. Future studies should therefore extend the instrumen-341

tation in order to investigate permafrost dynamics with high spatio-temporal resolution.342

In this context, the recently introduced distributed acoustic sensing systems, which al-343

low wave propagation sensing on a meter scale along fiber-optic cables are promising for344

detailed permafrost monitoring.345
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Text S1: Moving reference approach

To extract travel time shifts, time-lapse cross-correlations are compared to a reference

cross-correlation. If travel time shifts change smoothly but reach large values relative to

the reference period such that cycle skipping occurs, one may compare cross-correlations

from adjacent dates (e.g. this week versus last week), assuming small velocity changes

between the dates. This is relevant for permafrost monitoring, as thaw and refreeze can be
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associated with such strong velocity changes, that the measurement of travel time shifts

is affected by cycle skipping (James et al., 2017, 2019). We therefore also determine travel

time shifts using a moving reference similar as in James et al. (2017), in addition to the

fixed reference approach. Here, we are dealing with smooth seasonal velocity changes,

which we determine in a first step with a moving approach for 2016 (no gaps and no

changes in instrumentation): For each 15 d moving stack in 2016, we determine δt(t, f)

relative to the previous, neighbouring 15 d stack that is not overlapping with the current

stack (e.g. 2016-02-01 serves as reference for 2016-02-16). In case the reference dates

back to 2015, we take 2016-01-01 as reference (e.g. 2016-01-01 serves as reference for

2016-01-05). To obtain meaningful time series, we then accumulate the travel time shifts

from neighbouring 15 d stacks, e.g. for 2016-02-26 we sum up the values obtained for

2016-01-12 (relative to 2016-01-01), 2016-01-27, and 2016-02-11. Thereby, we strictly

speaking end up with 15 time series relative to 2016-01-01, together building the seasonal

cycle for 2016. In the second step, we determine all deviations from this cycle: for each

15 d stack outside 2016, we calculate δt(t, f) relative to the respective date in 2016, e.g.

for 2007-08-19 we use 2016-08-19 as reference, and sum up the travel time shifts of both

dates.

The described procedure assumes a periodic velocity change cycle with similar velocity

changes at the same date at different years. In summary, we first determine the variations

in 2016 and subsequently the changes relative to 2016, hence cycle skipping should be

eliminated for smooth travel time changes with a periodicity of one year. This strategy

further keeps the number of summations and thus the error propagation at a moderate
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level compared to using a moving reference for the complete data set of 15 years. Further-

more, the latter can hardly be applied, as data gaps prevent the continuous travel time

tracking, resulting in erroneous offsets.

Text S2: Velocity change results obtained from different approaches

In most applications, −δt/t is obtained from linear regression using travel time shifts δt at

different lag times t and the results are typically interpreted as velocity change dv/v, which

is exact in the case of a bulk velocity change affecting the whole medium of consideration.

In this study, we used only specific parts of the cross-correlation showing high 365.25 d

periodicity and determined −δt/t as the median from individual −δt/t curves for each

frequency bin. In this section, we examine different scenarios for the −δt/t extraction

including linear regression for each frequency bin and the classical moving-window cross-

spectral (MWCS) technique. To facilitate the comparison of the different approaches, we

determine the key quantities, i.e. the seasonal velocity change and the long-term velocity

change, by fitting a model consisting of the superposition of a sinusoid and a linear trend

to the −δt/t time series, i.e.

∆m = c1 cos(2πfyrtUTC) + c2 sin(2πfyrtUTC) + c3 tUTC + c4, (1)

where fyr is the frequency of one year, i.e. the inverse of 365.25 d, and tUTC refers to the

absolute time. Employing linear least squares to fit the model to the data, we obtain the

constants c1 to c4, which we use to calculate the seasonal peak-to-peak velocity change

given by 2
√
c2

1 + c2
2. In addition, c3 yields the slope, i.e. the linear trend. Furthermore,
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one may calculate the phase of the sinusoid given by arctan2(c2/c1), which can be used

to determine the timing of the seasonal maxima and minima of the sinusoid.

Because component NZ yields the most consistent results between 2 and 8 Hz for both

the fixed and the moving reference (smaller standard deviation than EN and EZ compo-

nents), we focus the comparison on this component and frequency range. Fig. S1a (black

line) shows the NZ −δt/t curve from Fig. 3d (main manuscript) relative to the fixed refer-

ence, i.e. the median −δt/t curve for each frequency bin considering only those that show

a normalized Lomb-Scargle amplitude of at least 0.15 and subsequently averaged over

2-8 Hz. Furthermore, Fig. S1a shows the model fit (eq. 1) to this curve (orange dashed

line). The corresponding peak-to-peak amplitude of seasonal velocity changes exceeds 3%

and the velocity decreases on average by about 0.11 %/yr (scenario 1 in Fig. S1b). Similar

results are obtained when using the moving reference (3.7% peak-to-peak and -0.08 %/yr,

scenario 2). Next, we also consider the common approach of using a linear regression

(here without applying weights) at each time step to determine a −δt/t time series for

each frequency bin (using again one and 15 periods as lag time limits). We use the fixed

reference and consider only those lag times with ALS(365.25d) ≥ 0.15 (scenario 3) and

regardless of ALS(365.25d) (i.e. using all δt values in the considered lag range, scenario 4).

For the 2-8 Hz averaged results, we obtain peak-to-peak amplitudes of 2.5 % and 0.9 %

(scenarios 3 and 4, respectively) and long-term velocity decreases of -0.085 %/yr and -

0.04%/yr. Finally, we consider the −δt/t curve obtained from the widely used MWCS

analysis in the lag and frequency range of 0.5-4 s and 2-8 Hz, respectively (scenario 5).

Within the lag window, we use a moving window of 0.75 s width with overlap of 0.5 s to
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determine the frequency-averaged travel time shifts as a function of lag time, which we

subsequently use in a linear regression to determine −δt/t. The resulting velocity changes

and the corresponding model fit are shown in Fig. S1a (grey and red line, respectively).

Also here, we find a seasonal velocity variation with peak-to-peak amplitude of 1 % and a

velocity decrease of -0.01 %/yr. However, we note that when using MWCS, only compo-

nent NZ shows clear seasonal velocity variations. With regard to the phase of the seasonal

velocity changes, all scenarios yield delays ranging between 50 and 60 d, meaning that the

annual maximum of the sinusoid model is reached in late February to early March. While

all approaches yield a similar velocity change pattern, the velocity change amplitudes are

dependent on the processing and the selected coda wave windows.
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Figure S1. Comparison of different approaches to extract velocity changes from com-

ponent NZ. (a) Velocity change relative to the fixed reference by calculating the median of

travel time change curves associated with high 365.25 d periodicity (ALS ≥ 0.15) in each

frequency bin and averaging over 2-8 Hz (black line, scenario 1; same as in Fig. 3d, main

manuscript). Also shown is the velocity change relative to the fixed reference obtained

from classical MWCS analysis in the frequency range 2-8 Hz (gray line, scenario 5). The

orange and red dashed lines depict the velocity change model (eq. 1) fits to the two

time series (scenario 1 and 5, respectively). (b) Seasonal velocity change peak-to-peak

amplitude and long-term velocity change obtained by fitting the model from eq. (1) to

the different velocity change time series (scenarios 1 to 5, see text for details).
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Config parameter Value

startdate 2006-01-01

enddate 2021-01-01

analysis duration 86400

cc sampling rate 100.0

resampling method Lanczos

preprocess lowpass 25.0

preprocess highpass 0.01

preprocess max gap 10.0

preprocess taper length 20.0

remove response Y

response format inventory

response prefilt (0.005, 0.006, 30.0, 35.0)

maxlag 15.0

corr duration 1800.0

overlap 0.0

windsorizing 3

whitening A

whitening type B

stack method linear

cc type CC

components to compute single station EN,EZ,NZ

ref begin 2017-09-01

ref end 2018-05-01

mov stack 15

Filter parameter

Low 0.1

High 25.0

Table S1. MSNoise (Lecocq et al., 2014) processing parameters used for the calculation

of the single-station cross-correlations of station BW.ZUGS.
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